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1. Introduction

This work is motivated by the following problem: which Banach spaces
are isomorphic (linearly homeomorphic) to a complemented subspace of
LP(= LP[O, 1]) for 1 < p < oo, p 7E 2, and what are their linear topological
properties? (A linear subspaceA ofa Banach spaceB is said to be complemented
if there exists a bounded linear operator P on B with range A such that P2 =p;
such a P is called a projection onto A.) It is well known that (2, ep, (2 e(p,
(12 e(3 2 e ...*)p and of course LP itself, are examples of such Banach spaces.
As usual, (P denotes the Banach space of sequences of scalars (x") such that
(7|x.JP)'1P- II(x.)IJ < 00; given Banach spaces B1,B2, --- ; we denote by
(B1 e B2 $ ... )p the Banach space of all sequences (ba) such that bn E Bn for
all n and 11(b.)II = (FIIbnIIP)11P < oo. Given a sequence (ba) of elements of a
Banach space B, we denote by [bJ] the closed linear span of its terms; ifB = LP
of some probability space, then [bJ] is denoted also by [b]p.
To see that Hilbert space, that is, (2 is an example, one may consider a sequence

(fn) of two valued, symmetric, independent random variables; it follows from
Khintchine's inequalities that [fn]p is isomorphic to Hilbert space. Moreover,
the 2 and p norms are equivalent on [fU]p, and orthogonal projection onto
[fU]2 = [fn]p shows that [fUJp is complemented.
Now let 2 < p < oo, and let (fn) be a sequence of independent, nonzero

random variables belonging to LP, each of mean zero. We proved in [11] that
[fnJp is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of LP, and that [fJ]p is isomor-
phic to exactly one of four Banach spaces: (2, (p, (2 E (P or a new space which
we denote as Xp. We showed moreover that if thef are three valued, symmetric,
then [fnJp is complemented in LP by means of orthogonal projection, with [fn]q
thus complemented and isomorphic to ([fn]p)*, the dual of [fnJp (throughout, p
and q used together, denote reals satisfying I/p + l/q = 1). We thus obtained
that Xq (defined as the dual of Xp) is isomorphic to the span of a sequence of
independent random variables in L7, providing the starting point for the present
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